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Abstract

Network APIs such as UNIX sockets, DPDK, Netmap, etc. assume that networks provide only end-to-end connectivity. However, networks increasingly include smart NICs and programmable switches that can implement both network and application functions. Several recent works have shown the benefit of offloading application functionality to the network, but using these approaches requires changing not just the applications, but also network and system configuration. In this paper we propose Bertha, a network API that provides a uniform abstraction for offloads, aiming to simplify their use.
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1 Introduction

Application developers today can choose from a wide range of network APIs, including traditional UNIX sockets, application libraries such as QUIC [35], kernel bypass libraries such as DPDK [15] and Netmap [55], accelerated kernel libraries such as XDP [26], and hardware-specific interfaces such as RDMA. However, all of these libraries build on the assumption that the network only provides best-effort, end-to-end packet delivery. Even higher level libraries, including RPC libraries such as gRPC [22], build on these low-level APIs and hence embody the assumption. While consistent with the original Internet architecture [56], it does not reflect today’s network infrastructure, which includes on-server offloads such as SmartNICs and in-network offloads such as programmable switches that can implement both application and network stack logic.

Recent research and commercial products have shown that application functions such as key-value store caches [31], consensus protocols [37], transport protocols [6, 12]—which were traditionally not considered a part of the network—can be implemented using offloads [14], and that such implementations can improve application performance and reduce resource requirements. Existing network APIs, which focus on end-to-end delivery, do not provide applications a way to invoke SmartNIC or in-network offloads. As a result, using offloads requires close coordination between the application developer, offload developer, system administrator, and network operator (Figure 1). This need for such coordination is a barrier to the adoption of these approaches. Similarly, adopting new offloads or changing how offloads are implemented requires changing the application, and a further round of coordination. Thus using offloads also ossifies applications, and makes upgrades more complex. In this paper, we describe an extensible network API that embraces the use of network offloads and simplifies applications adopting offloads.

To develop a more general interface, we turn to the model of tunnels: network tunnels, as in VXLAN and the like, provide end-to-end delivery with some additional functions (such as encryption or labels), while being transparent to all but the tunnel end points and composable. Our proposal, called Bertha (Figure 1), uses a tunnel-like abstraction called a Chunnel to build an extensible network interface that requires no manual changes to network or system configuration when deploying applications that use on-server or in-network offloads. Each Chunnel type represents application-relevant functionality that can potentially be offloaded to the network. Application developers specify offloads as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of Chunnels, and offload developers register available Chunnels with the Bertha discovery service. Bertha selects where Chunnel functionality is implemented when establishing a connection and appropriately updates system and network configurations to enable their use. We show examples of how applications can benefit from these interfaces in §3.2.

A key insight behind our proposal is that while existing work often treats on-server and in-network offloads differently, they are nearly indistinguishable from an application’s perspective. Thus, it is possible to provide a unified abstraction for nearly all communication-oriented application offloads, regardless of where or how they are implemented. In this paper, we describe the Bertha interface and a prototype implementation. Not only does Bertha make it easier for applications to use new offloads, and improve portability, but choosing implementation when connections are...
We begin by providing an overview of Bertha and how it simplifies applications accessing offloads.

Chunnels are the core abstraction provided by Bertha. Each Chunnel type represents a single communication-oriented function, and an application using Bertha specifies a set of such functions for a connection using a DAG of Chunnel types (§3). A Chunnel type can encompass a variety of functions, but should meet the following goals:

**Application-relevant.** Each Chunnel must provide a capability relevant to some application, i.e., functions that application developers explicitly opt to use. It should also be possible for an application developer to opt out of the functions provided by a particular Chunnel type. This requirement precludes Chunnel types that cannot be bypassed, e.g., network security, authentication, billing, etc.

**Host fallback.** All Chunnel functionality should be implementable entirely by software running at the end host. Note that this fallback implementation might provide worse performance than one implemented in specialized hardware. Furthermore, fallback implementations are not the primary implementation used in practice; they merely ensure that applications can function in the absence of a better implementation.

**Minimal.** Chunnels should ideally be minimal, performing only one or a few communication-oriented functions. However, minimality is subjective: for example, several NICs now offer TCP offload engines [12], which are designed to offload all of TCP’s many functions including reliability, in-order delivery, congestion control, etc. TCP offload engines often do not support offloading portions of this functionality. Similarly, most applications either adopt all of TCP’s functions, or none of them. In this case ease-of-use and ease-of-offloading make a single TCP Chunnel more appealing than a set of finer grained Chunnels.

**Composable.** Chunnels should be composable, allowing an application to combine functionality from multiple Chunnel types in a single connection. The ability to compose Chunnels allows applications to combine multiple functions implemented in network offloads, and thus decouples application evolution from offload creation. In §6 we also describe how reasoning about compositions of Chunnels can enable further optimizations.

Beyond these requirements, in order to be useful Chunnels must provide functionality that is useful to more than one application, and in this paper we focus on those Chunnels which can be accelerated through the use of hardware or software offloads. Our focus on application-relevant functionality distinguishes us from prior work in NFV orchestration and frameworks such as DOA [61] and NetCalls [57], which focus on network functionality rather than application functionality. This impacts Bertha’s design in two crucial ways: first, Chunnels used in a Bertha connection only impact data sent over that connection and cannot impact security or other policies that apply to the host in general; second, no calls into Bertha can ever conflict with (nor modify) network policies.

2 Overview

We begin by providing an overview of Bertha and how it simplifies applications accessing offloads.

Chunnels are the core abstraction provided by Bertha. Each Chunnel type represents a single communication-oriented function, and an application using Bertha specifies a set of such functions for a connection using a DAG of Chunnel types (§3). A Chunnel type can encompass a variety of functions, but should meet the following goals:

**Application-relevant.** Each Chunnel must provide a capability relevant to some application, i.e., functions that application developers explicitly opt to use. It should also be possible for an application developer to opt out of the functions provided by a particular Chunnel type. This requirement precludes Chunnel types that cannot be bypassed, e.g., network security, authentication, billing, etc.

**Host fallback.** All Chunnel functionality should be implementable entirely by software running at the end host. Note that this fallback implementation might provide worse performance than one implemented in specialized hardware. Furthermore, fallback implementations are not the primary implementation used in practice; they merely ensure that applications can function in the absence of a better implementation.

**Minimal.** Chunnels should ideally be minimal, performing only one or a few communication-oriented functions. However, minimality is subjective: for example, several NICs now offer TCP offload engines [12], which are designed to offload all of TCP’s many functions including reliability, in-order delivery, congestion control, etc. TCP offload engines often do not support offloading portions of this functionality. Similarly, most applications either adopt all of TCP’s functions, or none of them. In this case ease-of-use and ease-of-offloading make a single TCP Chunnel more appealing than a set of finer grained Chunnels.

**Composable.** Chunnels should be composable, allowing an application to combine functionality from multiple Chunnel types in a single connection. The ability to compose Chunnels allows applications to combine multiple functions implemented in network offloads, and thus decouples application evolution from offload creation. In §6 we also describe how reasoning about compositions of Chunnels can enable further optimizations.

Beyond these requirements, in order to be useful Chunnels must provide functionality that is useful to more than one application, and in this paper we focus on those Chunnels which can be accelerated through the use of hardware or software offloads. Our focus on application-relevant functionality distinguishes us from prior work in NFV orchestration and frameworks such as DOA [61] and NetCalls [57], which focus on network functionality rather than application functionality. This impacts Bertha’s design in two crucial ways: first, Chunnels used in a Bertha connection only impact data sent over that connection and cannot impact security or other policies that apply to the host in general; second, no calls into Bertha can ever conflict with (nor modify) network policies.

Having described what a Chunnel is, we next turn to the question of where Chunnels are implemented. Our intention when designing Bertha is to allow applications to opt-in and use functionality implemented in NIC ASICs, FPGAs, SmartNIC CPUs, and programmable network switches, and on the host’s network data path using libraries such as XDP, etc. Network operators, system administrators and offload developers register accelerated implementations of Chunnel types with a Bertha discovery service (§4.2). When an application establishes a connection, Bertha queries the discovery service to determine all available implementations for each Chunnel type, and decides which implementation to use based on an operator-provided scheduling policy. Applications use the software fallback implementation for a Chunnel type when no network or host provided implementation can be used, e.g., because no implementations are registered, resources required by registered implementations are already occupied, or policy constraints prevent the use of offloads.

3 Interface and Examples

Next we detail Bertha’s application interface in §3.1 and provide examples of its use in §3.2. For ease of reference, we summarize Bertha-related terminology in Table 1. When adopting Bertha, applications need to use Bertha’s application interface: for existing applications this means they must be modified to replace existing network code. However, once an application has adopted Bertha, no additional changes are required to take advantage of new offloads.

In what follows, we describe the application interface using Rust syntax, since our initial prototype is written in Rust. However, the Bertha architecture and runtime makes no assumptions about programming language used and other languages can be used.

3.1 Interface

Bertha provides a userspace library similar to UNIX sockets that two or more Bertha applications – e.g., a client and a server or a client and several replicated servers – can use to communicate.

To use Bertha, applications must create a connection endpoint, the Bertha equivalent of a socket. In our Rust prototype, this is done by calling bertha::new, which takes two arguments: an endpoint name which aids in debugging and a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of Chunnel types which dictates the sequence of processing steps that should be performed on any data sent or received from this endpoint. In our prototype the Chunnel type DAG is specified within a unwrap! macro, and Chunnels are sequenced using the |> operator. As with dataflow graphs in other contexts (e.g., data processing), branching and merging operations are performed through the use of specific Chunnel types. The code below constructs a new connection endpoint (foo):

```
bertha::new("foo", wrap!(A(arg) |> B(B::args([C(), D()]))))
```
While we do not show it in this example, an application can also (e.g., loopback interface.) from using these optimizations because each network namespace has a separate on Linux [11]) However, the use of network namespacing precludes socket libraries heads when building distributed applications. As a result, several Serialization.

Local Fast-Path Transfers. Prior work [33, 66] has shown that sending messages between containers can add significant overheads since all data between two containers must traverse the host network stack to ensure that the network API remains independent of placement decisions and to provide container isolation. Using efficient inter-process communication (IPC) mechanisms can reduce their impact.1 In Listing 1, we show how Bertha can enable this efficient communication between containers while preserving interface uniformity: work such as Slim [66] has shown how to preserve isolation in this setting. In the listing, the local_or_remote Chunnel uses fast IPC calls when transferring data between containers on the same node and datagrams otherwise. We evaluate this approach in §5.

Serialization. Serialization is often an important source of overheads when building distributed applications. As a result, several

1Windows [41] implements a fast-path for localhost TCP connections which avoids reliability and congestion control (There is an unmerged proposal for a similar feature on Linux [11]) However, the use of network namespaces precludes socket libraries from using these optimizations because each network namespace has a separate loopback interface.

Table 1: Glossary of common terms related to Chunnels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chunnel</td>
<td>Abstraction representing a piece of network-oriented application functionality.</td>
<td>Sharding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offload</td>
<td>Specialized hardware implementing one or more Chunnels.</td>
<td>Tofino Switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fallback Impl.</td>
<td>Default Chunnel implementation that can run on the end host.</td>
<td>XDP Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chunnel DAG</td>
<td>Application’s specification of its component Chunnels.</td>
<td>Listing 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>Constraint on where a Chunnel should be implemented.</td>
<td>Local scope (§3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listing 1: Local-fastpath routing. If the connecting client is on the same host, the connection uses more efficient IPCs.

```rust
let srv = bertha::new("container-app", 
    wrap!(local_or_remote()));
```

Listing 2: The ordered_mcast Chunnel can automatically create a multicast group among the nodes in the consensus group.

```
let conn = bertha::new("ordered-multicast-client", 
    wrap!(serialize() >> ordered_mcast()));
```

recent libraries [4, 7, 21] have been developed that reduce serialization overheads on modern processors, and existing libraries such as Protobufs [23], and Apache Thrift [5] have seen increasingly aggressive optimizations, including the use of FPGA offloads [28], to improve their performance. However, using new implementations or new libraries given an application currently requires application developers to (at least) rebuild their applications, and can involve non-trivial code changes. Modeling serialization as a Bertha Chunnel can ameliorate Bertha-application’s challenge of adopting new serialization implementations, including ones that are hardware accelerated. This is because (as noted above) given a Chunnel type, the Bertha runtime picks the best available implementation and falls back on the application’s supplied implementation when no alternative is available. The use of a serialization Chunnel changes the connection’s interface: applications send and receive objects rather than bytes.

Network-Assisted Consensus. There is a rich body of work on accelerating consensus protocols, including the use of network offloads for packet ordering [37, 52]. Listing 2 shows a potential component of a Speculative Paxos (or NOPaxos) implementation specifying the use of a network-ordering Chunnel (ordered_mcast). Note, that since one end of this connection involves multiple endpoints, the argument passed into connect is a vector containing endpoints addresses (including ports), and initial discovery and negotiation involves all endpoints.

Anycast. IP Anycast has traditionally been used (most popularly, with the DNS root name servers) to geo-shard requests by routing them to the closest host advertising that IP. However, due to routing instability, many developers instead opt to use DNS for this purpose [38, 47, 48]. Implementing anycast using a Bertha tunnel allows applications to dynamically choose between DNS-based and IP-anycast based approaches depending on where they are deployed. Load Balancing, Sharding, and Routing. Finally, in Listing 3 we show an example of more complex Chunnel composition. We consider a storage service [2, 3, 46] where a service exposes a single external address, but requests sent to this address are routed to one of several backend shards for processing. In current implementations the task of steering the packet to the current backend is either performed by an application load balancer—e.g., Amazon’s Application Load Balancer (ALB) [29], the F5 Load balancer [17], ProxySQL [54], McRouter [46]—or by logic hardcoded at the client. Both approaches have drawbacks: the load balancer
The server.

no Chunnels, and the set of Chunnels used is dictated entirely by
allows offloads to avoid terminating connections.

4 Design

for fault tolerance.

We next describe Bertha’s architecture, and illustrate it by walking through how Bertha instantiates a connection. We do so in the context of a sharded key-value store (Listing 4) and its client (Listing 5).

Bertha discovery service (§4.2). The Bertha runtime is responsible for
selecting an appropriate implementation during connection negotia-
tion (§4.3), which occurs when the connection is established (line 10).

4.1 Bertha Runtime

The Bertha runtime, an application library, is responsible for implementing the Chunnel DAG specified by applications when establishing a connection. To do so, it takes as input the Chunnel DAG specified by the application, and queries the Bertha discovery service (§4.2) to find all available implementations for each Chunnel type in the DAG. The set of implementations found might includes ones that run in software on one (or more) connected end-hosts, in SmartNICs, or in a programmable switch or other device in the network. The runtime then uses the negotiation protocol §4.3 to decide which of these implementations to use. We envision that the Bertha runtime will eventually also enable interoperability with other network APIs including UNIX sockets, but we defer this question to the future.

Finally, the Bertha runtime, which has access to the entire DAG of Chunnels that comprise a connection can transform Chunnel DAG, e.g., by combining several Chunnels, in order to further optimize connections. We discuss this and other optimization opportunities in §6.

4.2 Bertha Discovery

The Bertha discovery service is responsible for tracking the set of implementations available for each Chunnel type. Offload developers (or network operators and system administrators) can register implementations for a Chunnel type by interacting with the Bertha discovery service; the Bertha runtime queries the discovery service in order to determine available implementations.

Chunnel implementations specify scoping constraints—e.g., a Chunnel can only be implemented on the same host as an application (bertha::scope::Application)—and constraints on where it must be implemented—e.g., whether the Chunnel requires functionality at both ends (endpoints::Both) of a connection. Implementations also provide initialization and teardown functions and a function that returns an implementation priority and set of resource requirements. The latter two are used when deciding which implementation to use at runtime.

A Chunnel’s initialization function is responsible for configuring the system and network so that the application can use the selected Chunnel implementation. The teardown function is similarly responsible for changing system and network configuration when an application terminates. These functions thus abstract over and automate tasks performed by system and network operators today. They can e.g., call operating system tools (e.g., ethtool) or invoke APIs on orchestrators and SDN controllers which are commonly deployed in current clusters. Note that initialization and teardown might vary across deployments for a given Chunnel type.

4.3 Chunnel Negotiation

During Chunnel negotiation the runtime first checks that a connection is feasible, i.e., DAGs on both ends are compatible and hosts are reachable. The runtime then chooses among the available implementations for each Chunnel a connection uses. Bertha makes this choice based on each implementation’s priority and resource requirements and an operator-supplied policy function. In our current prototype, we assume a simple policy function that prefers client-provided implementations over server-provided implementations, and set implementation priorities to prefer kernel bypass and hardware accelerated implementations over standard implementations. We expect to support more complex policies in the future (§6).

```rust
let srv = bertha::new("service", wrap!
    shard(shard::args(["my-remote", shard::fn()])))
.listen(SocketAddr(extern_addr, port));

Listing 3: Request routing.

let shards = vec![s1, s2, s3];
let shard_fn = |p: Pkt| {
  p.dst_port = hash(p.payload[10..14]) % 3
}
let srv = bertha::new("my-remote", wrap!
    shard(shard::args(Choices: shards),
    fn: shard::fn |> reliable())).listen(addr, port);

Listing 4: Sharding server. The use of datagram-based transport allows offloads to avoid terminating connections.

1 // Run during client initialization, registers a Chunnel.
2 bertha::register_chunnel("reliable", ReliableChunnel,
3 bertha::endpoints::Both, bertha::scope::Application);
4 fn connect(addr: Address, port: Port) -> Chunnel::Conn {
5   bertha::new("client_conn", wrap(func).connect(addr, port)
6 }
7 // Gets a key from the key-value store.
8 fn get_key(k: Key) -> Value {
9   let c = connect(kv_addr, kv_port);
10  c.send(Kvs::Serialize(Kvs::Op::Get, k));
11 }

Listing 5: Code for a sharding client. The client endpoint specifies no Chunnels, and the set of Chunnels used is dictated entirely by the server.

can turn into a bottleneck in the former, while the latter greatly complicates resharding. Thus, it might be beneficial to use an approach that allows both modalities, using client sharding when resharding is unlikely and load balancing otherwise. Unfortunately, current interfaces make it hard to deploy such a hybrid approach.

Bertha enables the use of hybrid load balancing approaches by binding to an implementation only when a connection is established. Furthermore, as we showed above, Bertha also provides Chunnels implementing ordered multicast for state machine replication (RSM) for fault tolerance.

4.1 Bertha Runtime

The Bertha runtime, an application library, is responsible for implementing the Chunnel DAG specified by applications when establishing a connection. To do so, it takes as input the Chunnel DAG specified by the application, and queries the Bertha discovery service (§4.2) to find all available implementations for each Chunnel type in the DAG. The set of implementations found might includes ones that run in software on one (or more) connected end-hosts, in SmartNICs, or in a programmable switch or other device in the network. The runtime then uses the negotiation protocol §4.3 to decide which of these implementations to use. We envision that the Bertha runtime will eventually also enable interoperability with other network APIs including UNIX sockets, but we defer this question to the future.

Finally, the Bertha runtime, which has access to the entire DAG of Chunnels that comprise a connection can transform Chunnel DAG, e.g., by combining several Chunnels, in order to further optimize connections. We discuss this and other optimization opportunities in §6.

4.2 Bertha Discovery

The Bertha discovery service is responsible for tracking the set of implementations available for each Chunnel type. Offload developers (or network operators and system administrators) can register implementations for a Chunnel type by interacting with the Bertha discovery service; the Bertha runtime queries the discovery service in order to determine available implementations.

Chunnel implementations specify scoping constraints—e.g., a Chunnel can only be implemented on the same host as an application (bertha::scope::Application)—and constraints on where it must be implemented—e.g., whether the Chunnel requires functionality at both ends (endpoints::Both) of a connection. Implementations also provide initialization and teardown functions and a function that returns an implementation priority and set of resource requirements. The latter two are used when deciding which implementation to use at runtime.

A Chunnel’s initialization function is responsible for configuring the system and network so that the application can use the selected Chunnel implementation. The teardown function is similarly responsible for changing system and network configuration when an application terminates. These functions thus abstract over and automate tasks performed by system and network operators today. They can e.g., call operating system tools (e.g., ethtool) or invoke APIs on orchestrators and SDN controllers which are commonly deployed in current clusters. Note that initialization and teardown might vary across deployments for a given Chunnel type.

4.3 Chunnel Negotiation

During Chunnel negotiation the runtime first checks that a connection is feasible, i.e., DAGs on both ends are compatible and hosts are reachable. The runtime then chooses among the available implementations for each Chunnel a connection uses. Bertha makes this choice based on each implementation’s priority and resource requirements and an operator-supplied policy function. In our current prototype, we assume a simple policy function that prefers client-provided implementations over server-provided implementations, and set implementation priorities to prefer kernel bypass and hardware accelerated implementations over standard implementations. We expect to support more complex policies in the future (§6).
The main benefit of adopting Bertha is that it simplifies the path for RPC latencies the Bertha client achieves are comparable to an established connection do not encounter additional latency. However, subsequent messages across $10^4$ latency of $750$ makes a connection to the server on the same host, and measures the highest priority implementation at each of the server and the client.

In this section we focus on quantifying the benefit of adopting such benefits in the absence of hardware offloads. We plan to explore offloads advances. For this position paper, we focused on quantitative benefits of these different approaches.

Sharding. We implement a sharding Chunnel in 2100 lines of Rust and 200 lines of C (an XDP fallback implementation). Our server application is a key-value store which uses the hashmap implementation from Rust’s standard library and serialization using bincode crate atop UDP RPCs. When the server creates a sharding Chunnel, it provides a list of shards and a sharding function as input. When the server listens on a connection with a sharding Chunnel it provides a canonical address on which the server listens for connections. We register three different shard Chunnel implementations: an accelerated XDP implementation run on the same machine as the server, and in-application fallback implementations in the server and client.

We evaluate the sharding Chunnel in Figure 5. Our evaluation uses two clients and one server. We implement shards using threads, assigning one thread per shard. We measure the p95 latency over 300000 YCSB [13] requests (workload A, read-heavy) with a uniform distribution of keys. We evaluate performance in four scenarios:

Client Push. The client applications use the fallback implementation to compute the correct shard and the forwards the request directly to the shard. This improves sharding scalability, and eliminates bottleneck. This scenario is also a case where the presence of a fallback implementation improves performance, even in the absence of offloads.

Server Accelerated. Shards are computed at the server using the XDP sharding implementation. All clients forward requests to the XDP sharding process, which then forwards it to the appropriate shard. This reduces client overheads, but creates a bottleneck at the server.

Mixed. One client uses client push, while the other uses the server accelerated implementation. This shows a case where differences in client configuration result in different implementations being picked by different connections. The performance in this case is a mix of the previous two versions.

Server Fallback. Finally, we show the case where the server’s fallback implementation is used. The lack of an accelerated implementation and the need to handle traffic from all clients, results in poor performance, but still provides correctness.

Our results show that Bertha can switch between accelerated implementations without performance degradation, and demonstrate the benefits of these different approaches.
6 Research Directions

We now discuss some open questions related to Bertha.

**Scheduling and Placement.** One of Bertha’s responsibilities is to aid in Chunnel negotiation, the process by which Chunnel implementations are chosen. Making this decision involves not only a policy specification from the application, but also knowledge about network state and resource utilization. For example, if two programs can benefit from offloading functionality to a P4 switch, but the switch only has capacity for one, the Bertha runtime must choose between these two applications. Note that Chunnel priorities alone are insufficient to accomplish this goal. This problem exists even when using recently proposed techniques [33, 34, 42, 62, 64] including SR-IOV for sharing hardware resources. One approach to addressing this challenge is to borrow techniques from the multi-resource scheduling literature [19, 20, 39], and we plan to examine this in future work.

**Performance Optimization.** In what we described thus far, application developers are responsible for deciding what Chunnels to use, and the order in which they are applied. The Bertha runtime, which has visibility into the entire sequence of Chunnels a connection’s data traverses, enables optimization techniques which further improve performance. Possible optimizations include (a) reordering the DAG in order to reduce the amount of data transferred between offloads (e.g., PCIe bus and network traversals); (b) combining multiple Chunnels in order to take advantage of hardware capabilities; (c) eliminating unnecessary or redundant Chunnels; and (d) specializing Chunnel implementations based on their operating context.

For example, consider a Bertha connection with the pipeline encrypt |> http2 |> tcp running on a host where a SmartNIC can be used to offload encryption and TCP functionality. When implemented as specified, the Bertha runtime must either use a fallback implementation for encryption or incur a 3x increase (NIC-CPU-NIC) in the amount of data sent over PCIe to the NIC. Reordering this pipeline as http2 |> encrypt |> tcp allows the use of the offloaded implementation without increased PCIe overhead. Because Bertha decides on a Chunnel implementation when establishing a connection and in coordination with all endpoints, reordering is safe in this case. Similarly, if the SmartNIC did not explicitly offer separate offloads for encryption and TCP, but did offer one for TLS, Bertha could reorder and then merge the last two Chunnels, allowing the application to take advantage of the TLS offload. Bertha can similarly also adopt techniques similar to Floem [51] to split a complex Chunnel and partially offload its implementation. DAG optimization techniques have been used in other domains including data-intensive processing [50] and deep neural nets [24], but have so far not been applied to the network dataplane.

**Deployment Concerns.** How does Bertha operate when connecting to hosts in different ASes? The key challenge is trust, since a host might end up relying on a Chunnel implementation in a different network. A possible solution is to adopt techniques such as program attestation [9, 27, 36] and proof carrying code [43, 44], which allow remote hosts to check semantics of the running program. Unfortunately, translating these techniques so they can be used with constrained hardware devices such as switches, FPGAs, and SmartNICs is challenging and requires additional research.

7 Related Work

Our approach closely resembles the approach taken by ONNX [49], Tensorflow [1] and other machine learning frameworks which represent models as DAGs and enable offload-use when possible.

Our work is enabled by the long line of prior work on active networking [60], network function virtualization (NFV) [16], and programmable switches and SmartNICs [10, 31, 37, 53, 58] that enable programmability in the network fast path. Recent work on virtualizing programmable network devices and accelerators, including HyPer4 [25], P4Visor [65], AmorphOS [32] and AvA [63] have made it easier to share these offloads among applications. Our focus in this work has been on simplifying the use of these advances in applications.

Finally, the widespread adoption of software-defined networking (SDN) [40] has prompted the development of languages including Frenetic [18], Flowlog [45], VeriCon [8], Merlin [59], etc. which provide programmatic control over network configuration. This line of work, which focuses on an interface for changing network configuration is complementary to our work and might be useful during Chunnel initialization.
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